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Nuclear spin interaction in a diatomic molecule consisting of muonium and an atom with a nuclear spin 
of )'2 is considered in a magnetic field H directed perpendicular to the quantization axis. Two cases 
are considered, that of a "fastened" and that of a "rotating" molecule. The exact values of the terms 
and the time dependence of the muon polarization vector are obtained for the "rotating" molecule. Ap
proximate solutions for an arbitrary orientation (which go over to the exact ones in absence of a field) 
and exact solutions for some selected orientations of the molecule are obtained for a "fastened" mole
cule. Numerical estimates of possible precession frequencies for the MuH molecules are presented. 

THE behavior of muonium in condensed media was 
considered in detail in l 1' 21. One of the possible mecha
nisms of depolarization is the one in which the fJ. + me
son is in a chemically bound state in a diatomic mole
cule ("mesic molecule") as one of the atoms. Let us 
assume that at a certain instant of time t = 0 there 
was produced in the medium such a molecule, consist
ing of muonium and some other atom (we shall hence
forth confine ourselves to molecules in which the spin 
of the nucleus of the second atom is equal to Y2). If such 
a molecule is diamagnetic (the total magnetic moment 
of all the electrons is equal to zero), then in the ab
sence of external factors the magnetic moment of the 
muon interacts only with the magnetic moment of the 
second nucleus. The energy of such an interaction is of 
the order of m1m2r-3, where m1 and m2 are the mag
netic moments of the muon and the nucleus and r is the 
distance between the nuclei. Neglecting the vibrations 
of the nuclei, this quantity can be regarded as a con
stant and we can put m1m~-3 = g. Such an interaction 
leads to spin precession with frequency Wpr,:,; g (we 

are using throughout a system of units with ti = 1). The 
exact value of Wpr can be determined by writing down 

the interaction Hamiltonian and solving the correspond
ing Schrodinger equation. 

1. Let a polarized fJ. + meson with a polarization vee
tor P directed along the positive direction of a certain 
axis Z (the quantization axis), after falling in the me
dium, produce via the muonium stage a mesic molecule 
with the properties listed above. We assume that the 
entire system is placed in an external constant and ho
mogeneous magnetic field H directed perpendicular to 
the Z axis (we choose this direction to be the X axis, 
i.e., H = (H, 0, 0)). Choosing the third axis Y orthogo
nal to the first two, we obtain a natural system of co
ordinates, in which we can write out an expression for 
the Hamiltonian of the system. 

The Hamiltonian of the system of spins of the nuclei 
of such a molecule is 

fG = g[ (ow2) - 3 (atn) (0"2n)] + ll (m1a1x + mzO"zx); ( 1) 

Here g = m 1m2r-3 is the spin-interaction constant, 
a1 and a2 are the spin operators with components that 
are Pauli matrices in the usual representation, n = (a, 

{3, y) is a unit vector along the molecule axis, where a, 
{3, and y are the corresponding direction cosines rela
tive to the coordinate axis, and the indices 1 and 2 per
tain respectively to the muon and to the second nucleus. 

The behavior of such a spin system at any instant of 
time is determined completely by the spin wave func
tion S(t), expressed, as usual (see l 31 ) in terms of the 
basis vectors: 

.S {I)= A (t) l 1fz, 1fz) + B (t) l 1fz, - 1fz> + C (t) j-1fz, 1fz) 

+ D(t) 1-'/z, -'h), 
(2) 

and the normalization condition is satisfied for each t, 
i.e., 

jA(t)i'+ IB(t)l'+ IC(t)i'+ ID(t)j'=1. (3) 

The function S(t) satisfies the Schrodinger equation 

ws 1 at= Y&s (4) 

with a Hamiltonian in the form (1). 
If the polarization vector at any instant t is meas

ured along the z axis, then 

P,(t) =(at,)= Sp{S+(t) Gt,S(t)} == lA 12 + jB 12 - ICI' + IDI'· (5) 

We determine the functions A, B, C, and D by solv
ing Eq. (4) with specified initial conditions, and we ob
tain the final solution of the problem from (5). The so
lution of Eq. (4) turns out to be essentially different for 
"fastened" and "rotating" molecules. Let us consider 
each of these cases separately. 

2. "Fastened" molecule. The vector n does not 
vary in time, and Eq. (4) yields for A, B, C, and D a 
system of linear differential equations of first order 
with constant coefficients, obtained by equating the co
efficients of identical basis vectors. We write out this 
system in a representation in which the unknowns are 
the linear combinations A + D, A-D, B + C, and 
B -C. We have 

i(A +D)= 2g(3~2 -1) (A+ D)- 6iga~(A -D) 
+ Gg(i~y +liM f Gg) (B +C), 

i(A- D)= uig..:fl(A +D)+ 2g(3a2 - 1) (A-- D) 
- 6gay(B +C)+ llm(B- C), 

i(B +C) = 6g(-i~y + HM I 6g) (A+ D) - 6gay(A- D) 
+ 2g(3y' -- 1) (B +C), 

i(B-C) =llm(A-D); 

(6) 

We put here in addition M = m1 + m 2 and m = m1 - m2 • 
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We seek the solution of such a system, as usual, in 
the form 

A= 2..:,C1Aexpl..;t, B= 2..:,c;BexpA;t etc. 

where the eigenvalues "-i are the roots of the corre
sponding characteristic equation. In this problem this 
equation is 

(ii..)'- 2[6g2 + (m12 + m22)IFJ (0.) 2 

+ 4g[2m1m2/f2(3a2 -- 1) - 4g2]ii.. 
+ (m1 - m2)'-Il2 [ (m 1 + m2) 2H2 + 4g2 (3a2 - 1)] = 0. (7) 

The solution of such an algebraic equation of fourth 
order is quite cumbersome, and this makes the solution 
of the entire problem extremely laborious. It becomes 
much simpler, however, for some values of a and H. 

a) For certain orientations of the molecule, Eq. (7) 
has a sufficiently compact solution. In particular, this 
takes place when the molecule axis is oriented along 
the coordinate axis X, Y, or Z .. 

For the cases of Z orientation ( y = 1, a = {3 = 0), 
Eq. (7) has the following roots: 

ii.t, 2 c= -g ± )'g2+ il'm2, ii-.a, 4 = g ± l' (3g)2-t 11':11'. (8) 

For the X-orientation case (a == 1, {3 = y = 0), the roots 
of (7) are 

il.t,, = -2g ± l'(2gJ' + il~ni, i!.a, 4 = 2g ± HM. (9) 

For the Y -orientation case ( {3 == 1, a = y = 0) the roots 
coincide with (8). 

We present by way of an illustrative example, with
out writing out the general solution of this system (6), 
an expression for the polarization vector in the case of 
Z orientation. If at the initial instant t = 0 the spins 
were parallel (ortho state), i.e., A = 1, B = C = D = 0, 
then 

1 
(atz>ortho=-- {[/f2Jfm + (3g-!- R,) (-g + /lt)]cos(2g-!- R,- Rt)t 

4lltR, 

- [ll';llm + (3g + R2 ) (g + Rt)) cos(2g ..L R, + Rt)t 

- [H'lllm + (3g- R2) (- g -1- R 1)] cos(2g- R,- Rt)t 

+ [lf2.111m-j-(3g-R 2) (g-j-R 1)] cos(2g-R,-!-Rt)t};(10) 

R1 = -yg2 + Il2mZ, R 2 = y (:Jg) 2 + !1'.11'. 

If at the initial instant t = 0 the spins were antiparallel 
(para state), i.e., B = 1, A = C = D = 0, then 

\a1,)para = - 1- {[lf2ilfm + ( -3g -j-R,) (g +lit) ]cos(2g + R,- Rt)t 
4RtR, 

- [H2Mm -!-(- 3g -j-R2 ) (g- R 1)] cos(2g + R2 + Rt)t 

+ [- H2Mm + (3g + R,) (g + R 1)] cos(2g- R2- Rt)t 

+ [ll2Mm- (3g + ll2) (g- R 1)] cos(2g- R2 + Rt)t}. (11) 

The cases of X and Y orientations give for (a1z) 
expressions having the same structure as (10) and (11). 

b) For the case of arbitrary orientation of the mole
cule, a compact result can be obtained for (a1z) only for 
weak fields, when H(m1 + m2 ) <i( g. Solving Eq. (7) in 
the zeroth approximation in H (putting H = 0), we find 
the zeroth approximation of the solution of Eq. (7): 

ii..t0 = 4g, ii..,0 = i/.3° ,= _:_zg, 0,4° = 0. (12) 

Assuming further that "-i = "-i + 6.\i, we solve the equa
tion with the small parameter HM/g relative to A"-i· 
The first nonvanishing corrections in powers of H turn 
out to be of second order for AA1 and AA4 and of the 

first order for AA2 and AA3 • If we confine ourselves to 
first-power corrections in H, the eigenvalues turn out 
to be: · 

ii..t = 4g, 0.4 = 0, 

iJ.2 = -2g + H[2/3 (m12 + m22)- a2 (m1 - m2 ) 2]'!. = -2g + II6, 

il.a= -2g -/l[2/a(mt2 + m,2 ) - a 2 (mt- mz)'J'h = -2g- Ilo. 
(13) 

The solution of the system (6) in the same approxi
mation, with allowance for the relations between the co
efficients Ci, is 

A -!- D = C 1eiHslt-!- C2ei(2C-110Jt-!- C3ei(2c+IIOJt, 

ai . ~2 + y2 b ~ 2 + y2 o .A -D='-Cte•<-'g''-!- ---: --C,ei(2g-II6Jt- - ·--C.,e'<'s-unJt, 
fl Ny + iJlb a 1lly- ijlo a 

, yi _4 •1 yo -j- i~M . _ 
B T C =- --- C1 c•< g, +. ------C, e•<'r II6)t 

~ Jlly + i~l\ • 

-y6 -!-i~M . 
+ ----Ca e•<'c+HOJt 

Illy- iflb ' 
(14) 

The final choice of Ci and of the polarization vector 
(a1z) is determined by the initial conditions. When the 
spins are parallel at the instant t = 0, i.e., A = 1, 
B = C = D = 0 (ortho state), we have 

2y2 - a2 ~2 , (a'~'+ y2) (~2 + y2 -1) 
(crt,)ortho = + ----cos21Iot 

2 2(B'+v'). 
1 + [ {[ (a~2 (~2 + y2) .L a 2fl2 (a-!- y)) (~2 + y2) 

.Ilia&(~'+ y') ' 

+ a2y(a'~' + y2)] N6 + a2~2y(62 - a 2Jlf2) 

+ YW + Y2) W.S' + a'yJI')} cos(Gg -IIo)t 

+ {[a~2 (~2 + y2) + a2 ~2 (a + y)) W + y2) + a'v(a2 ~2 + y2) ]Mo 
- a'~'y (02 + u'i112}- y (B' + y2) (~ 262 + a 3ylll2)} cos(6g +II&) t 

- {[-a2~(2~2 +v'- ay) W +v'J+ a~y(u'~'+y')] Mo + 

+ a'~'y'(6'- u'III')- ~vW+v') (ao2 -!-yaW')} sin(6g-l/6)t 

- {[- a'~(2~2 + y'- ay) W +v'l+ apy(a2{;2 + y2)] ./lUi-

- a'~'y' (0'- a2J1!') + ~YW + y') ( ao' + ya2./IJ2)} sin(6g + Il6) t] _(15) 

For spins antiparallel at the instant t = 0, i.e., 
B = 1, A = C = D = 0 (para state), we obtain 

(al)para =- u'y(a'y'M'2t:~~;,:~;;/B' + y') 6' cos(6g -ll6)t 

+ a2y(a2y2Jlf2 + ~202 ) + ~3y(~2 + y')&' 
--'-'--'--2-'-JlJ--'a'-&-(..:.,~2=-'_-'l-'-y-'c')-"--'---'---'-- cos ( 6 g + II 6) t ..L y2 cos 4gt 

~y(a2y2.1112 + ~262)- a~y2 (~2 ..L y2).1116 . 
- sm2HM 

2./IJ6 

a'y' + ~' 
+ 2 [cos(2g- Ilb)t + cos(2g + H6)t] 

2(B'-t-y) 
~y2 ( a 2llf2 - 62 \ + ZMlJ(~'+v') [sin(2g-j-lfl\)t-sin(2g-H6)t] 

~y2 (a'Jll'- 62) (16) + -·-----[sin (Gg + Ilo)t- sin(6g -lfl\)t]. 
2J1l6 (~' + y2) 

If there is no external field (H = 0), expressions (15) 
and (16) simplify greatly. In spherical coordinates with 
polar axes along X and with the azimuth reckoned from 
the Z axis, the corresponding expressions are 

, t[(2 tlcos2 <p-j-(tg2 \l 'in2 rr + 1)co.sGgt (17) 
(O'Jz/ortho= ·-- i -+ tg' tl , 

< > (tg2 {) sin2 <p + 1) cos 2gt + t;;' '() coo2 'f cos ,;gt (18) 
Ut: para = ---- 1 + tg~ tl , 

It is seen from (17) that when the molecule is oriented 
along the Z axis, i.e., at cp = 0 and .J = rr/2, the ex-
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pression for (CJ1z) ortho is identically equal to unity and 
consequently there is no precession. 

Inasmuch as the molecules can be formed with dif
ferent orientations, the observable quantity will be the 
polarization vector averaged over ,:;. and cp with appro
priate statistical weight. If the different orientations 
are equally probable, such an averaging of expressions 
(17) and (18) can be carried out elementary in yields 

- I -!-2cos6gt (19) 
(crt,)ortho= 3 • 

<-> -- 2 cos 2gt +cos 4gt (20) 
cr1z para -- 3 • 

3. "Rotating" molecule. The vector n depends on 
the time and is a periodic function with repetition fre
quency Wrot. In the ground state Wrot = C 1 , where the 
moment of inertia is I = M1 M2 r 2/(M1 + M2) ;:::j M1r 2 (M1 

and M2 are respectively the masses of the muon and of 
the proton, with M1 << M2). 

It is easy to verify that for any rotational state of 
such a molecule we always have Wrot >> Wpr• where, 

as before, Wpr is the precession frequency of the inter

acting spins in the absence of an external field. For ex
ample, for the molecule MuH (the analog of H2) we have 
I ;:::j 10-4 \ Wrot ;:::j101\ and Wpr ;:::j g/li = 0.3 x 106 (in cgs 
units esu). Therefore it is perfectly permissible to first 
average expression (1) over the "rotation" of the vec
tor n, and then solve the Schrodinger equation with 
such an averaged time-independent Hamiltonian. 

We note that for a system of spins each of which is 
equal to %, expression (1) can be replaced by another 
equivalent expression 

:it~ g (a1G,) (i - 3 cos'{})+ terms with c H; (21) 

here J is the angle between the vector n and the quan
tization axis Z. Ave"" aging of this expression over the 
rotation means the determination of the average of the 
operator :li over the wave functions of the rotator in 
the state IJ, M), where J is the eigenvalue of the angu
lar momentum of the rotator and M is its projection 
on the quantization axis. Denoting the wave function of 
the rotator by ®JM(cos J), we write the expression for 
the Hamiltonian averaged over the rotator: 

+I 
:JG ~ g(o102) J (1-3cos2'1t}8m2(cos'1t)dcos'1t=gC(J,Jif) (cr1cr2); 

-1 (22) 

we have omitted here terms with H, and the integration 
limits correspond to the interval over which the eigen
functions of the rotator are orthogonal. 

The rotator functions 8JM(cos J.) coincide with the 
orthonormalized associated Legendre polynomials 

P;o/l(cos J.), and therefore the numerical value of the 
integral C(J, M) is proportional to the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficient expressed in terms of the Wigner 3j -symbol: 

c (l' Jl!) ~ ( l 
J1! 

I 2) 2 [311/2 -J(J + 1)] 
0 = [(2l-1)2J(2l-!-1)(2l-!-2}(2l-!-3))''• 

(23) 

(since 1 - 3 cos2 J. coincides, apart from a numerical 
factor, with P~ (cos J.), see l 41 ). 

Putting g* = gC(JM), we write the total expression 
for the Hamiltonian averaged over the rotator: 

(24) 

The terms with H do not change form, since they do 
not depend on the angle J.. 

The obtained Hamiltonian and the entire subsequent 
treatment of the problem are very similar to those in 
the problem with hyperfine splitting in hydrogen or mu
onium in the 1s state. 

We seek again the wave function S(t) from the Schri:i
dinger equation with Hamiltonian in the form (24): 

ws 1 bt = Ji6s. (25) 

For the function S(t), relations (2)-(5) are valid as be
fore. The corresponding system of equations is 

i(A +D)= g•(A -1- D)+ ll(mt + m2) (B -!-C), 
i(B +C)= g'(B -1- C)+ ll(mt + m2) (A+ D), (26) 

i(A- D)= g'(A- D) -1- ll(mz- m1} (B- C), 
i(B- C)= -3g*(B- C)-I- Il(m2 - m 1) (A- D). 

The general solution of the system (26) is sought in the 
form 

A(t)= ,EciAexpi.4, B(t)= ,E cincxp>.;t etc. 

The roots of the corresponding secular equation are 

i/..1,2 = g* ± H(mt-!- m,), i/..3, 4 = -g• ± }'(2g') 2 -!-H2 (mt- m2) 2 

(27) 

The solution of the system (26) for a spin orientation 
parallel at t = 0 (ortho state, A = 1, B = C = D = O) is 

A +D=cosl!Mt, 
2ig* 

A - D =cos Rt- R sin Rt, (28) 
i/Im 

B-!-C=- isinl!Mt, B- C=-RsinRt. 

Here, as above, we put M = m1 + m2 , m = m1 - m2 , and 

R = v' (2g*)2 + H2m2 • The corresponding expression for 
the polarization vector is 

2 • 
(otz)ortho= (cos 2g*t cos Rt + ! sin 2g't sin Rt) cos I!Mt 

lim + R cos 2g't sin IIJ/t sin Rt. 
(29) 

The solution of the system (26) for a spin orienta
tion antiparallel at t = 0 (para state, B = 1, A = C = D 
= 0) is 

A=-- e•K t sin HJllt + -- e-ig•t sin Rt i [ . • Jim 1 
2 . R ' 

D=-- e•c 1 sinl!Nt---e-ic'tsinRt i [ . , . Hm ] 
2 R ' 

1 [ c-ic't 
B = T c'&'t cos II.llt + j{(R cosRt- 2ig' siuRt)], 

1 [ e-ig•t 
C= 2 e'~' 1 cos/JJ!t--n(llcosRt-2ig'sinRt)], (30) 

and the corresponding expression for the polarization 
vector is 

(<Ttz) para =cos 2g't [cos Rt cos l!Mt + f~m sin Rt sin l/Mt] 

- ~- sin2g't sinlU. (31) 

In the absence of an external field, H = 0, expres
sions (29) and (31) go over into 

(crlz>ortho= 1, (ot,)para = cos4g*t. (32) 

Let us refine the dependence of g* on J and M. 
In the ground state of the rotator I 0, 0) expression 
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(23) vanishes, for in this case the degree of the numer
ator in (23) is higher than the degree of the denomina
tor, and therefore g* = 0, i.e., there is no spin inter
action. 

In the first excited state of the rotator 11, 0) and 
11, ± 1), the corresponding numbers can be readily ob
tained by direct integration in (22), and turned ·out to 
be 

C(i, 0)= - 4ls, C(i, ;±1)= 215• 

Further increase of J and M leads to a monotonic 
decrease of the absence value of g* to zero. Conse
quently, in the absence of an external field, the maxi
mum value of the precession frequency corresponds to 
the rotator state 11, 0). With increasing J and M, the 
interaction of the spins and the precession frequency 
decrease to zero. This corresponds to the quasiclassi
cal case and coincides with the conclusion drawn in [ 11 • 

If the molecule was produced in a state with a defi
nite J, then inasmuch as states with different M at 
given J are equally probable, the experimentally ob
served quantity will be not (a1z), but the sum of differ
ent (a1z) corresponding to all possible M at a given J. 
In particular, at J = 1 it is possible to have M = -1,0, 
and + 1, and we obtain 

(a,.)= 1la (cos 18lsgt + 2cos 8lsgt). 

This formula and similar expressions for other J 
can be compared with data obtained from an experiment 
performed in accordance with the procedure of [ 51 • 

4. Numerical estimates of the precession frequency. 
Since muonium differs from the hydrogen atom only in 
the mass of the nucleus, the energy levels and the radii 
of the Bohr orbits of either of them differ only by frac
tions of one per cent. Therefore it is perfectly natural 
to assume that the dimension r of the MuH molecule is 
equal to the dimension r = 0.74 x 10-8 em of the hydro
gen molecule. From this we get 

g = 2.79e2ft2 /4M1JJ!ze'r:J = 1.56·10·-•t erg., g IIi= 0,234 MHz, 

The frequencies ofr the fastened molecules are 

2g I h =0.46BMHz, 1g I 1i = 0.936MHz, 6g I h = 1.404 MHz 

and the frequencies for the rotating molecule (for J = 1) 
are 

16lsg I h = 0.745 MHz, 8/sg I h = 0.373 MHz. 

It is seen from the foregoing estimates that in each 
of the foregoing cases the effect is observable experi
mentally, since the precession period does not exceed 
the muon lifetime T = 2.2 J-l.Sec. 

5. The formation of a fastened mesic molecule of the 
type considered here is apparently possible in a solid 
constituting a crystal lattice. Both nuclei of the mole
cule are retained in a fixed position by the Coulomb 
field of the crystal lattice. In this case formation of a 
mesic molecule from muonium and some impurity atom 
(for example, hydrogen) is possible. The main obstacle 
to experiment will in this case be apparently the forma
tion of molecules with different distances r between 
atoms, which should lead to a superposition of spectra 
with slightly differing precession frequencies and their 
mutual "extinction." 

The formation of a rotating molecule is apparently 
possible in a gas, liquid, or a molecular crystal. The 
distance r for all the molecules is in this case the 
same. However, if different molecules are produced 
with strongly different J, this also leads to a smearing 
of the picture, owing to the superposition of a large 
number of harmonics with different frequencies. In this 
case it is apparently advantageous to perform the exper
iment under conditions such that the integral of the pos
sible values of 6-J be as narrow as possible. It is de
sirable to obtain all molecules with the same value of 
J, and the best variance is the one in which J = 1. An 
exception is only the case when each molecule is in the 
state J = 0, in which case there is no spin precession 
at all caused by their interaction. 

In conclusion the author is indebted to G. A. Lobov, 
Yu. V. Obukhov, and V. G. Firsov for initiating the 
work and for constant advice during the course of his 
performance, and also to V. G. Nosov for pointing out 
the existence of an error in the first draft of this paper. 
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